
                                                    Anywhere an Exit 
 
                                                   even if it doesn't exist 

find them 
feel along with a hand 
near the mother 
lode, on any monday afternoon 
it's not 
what you think, nothing 
is proven by numbers 
ten fingers, ten 
toes, like any lost 
human in the trunk of a stolen 
car, hand 
me my thesaurus, it's time to eat 
before we are eaten 
by a robot 
who asks questions of a stone 
wonderfully confused 
he chews ice 
cubes, until the end 
as you 
don a striped shirt, toss away 
new clothes, imbue rags with caution, muted 
bicycles speak russian 
it's the price of thought 
with more say to gain 
it's my only pleasure 
I left my dog 
inside a white circle 
he'll turn on the lamps 
& eat all the pumpkin seeds 

  



                                                   
                   Clean & Well Lit 
 
         “ Someone, I tell you will remember us. “ 
Sappho - 
 
                                              begin with words of air 
                                              dance in wind 
                                              like ice 
                                              beneath a smoky roof 
                                              wander as i walk 
                                              i hear people talk 
                                              large black letters form a 
                                              strange & undecipherable name 
                                              it must be the song i wove 
          
                                    
            
 
 
 
                                             

  



apple & peach blossoms burst 
                                            white & pink against 
                                            a blue sky 
                                            stick of incense under 
                                            rickety window 
                                            I sleep under the moon & 
                                            sing into the clear night 
                                            rags upon rags 
                                               tatter is my life 
                                               a strong song tows us 
                                               taste of ashes in the air 
                                               I don't know how to 
                                               talk anymore 
                                               despite the night alone & 
                                               the day on fire 
 
                                                   

  



                                                         Blue Gallahad 
                                                                                                  for lisa campbell 

 
                                       a gleam in an unconquered eye 
                                       impermanence: suffering: emptiness 
                                       science, poetry & thought 
                                       curse it not 
                                       my girl dressed in yellow rags 
                                       out where being is effaced 
  



                                    Blue Letters 
 

prayer beads & tequila 
oil this machine 
world’s one big junkyard 
                & 

            motz el son 
unload the fatigue pens 
dream stuck to metal brake drum & flypaper 
backbeat some find unwind in the coal mine 
slant as raindrop 
as murk as 
gaunt 
lucky is more 
no more in store 
in keeping score 
to tell anybody’s fell 
more or less swell 
work for who ? scratch 
the flaps tough 
bicycle tire trough 
spill some good 
til my heart 
belongs to DADA 
wise guy 
william carlos williams mode 
like a brick 
with nowhere 
to 
go 

 
 
                                                        

                                                    
 
 

                                                     
 
                                                         
  



Kool Aid Coral Poem 
 
                                                                      rust 
                                                                      red 
                                                                      metal 
                                                                      dust 
                                              careen in rainbow amplitude 
                                              two bicycles on the record 
                                              of a skin tight existence 
                                              flabbergast with verisimilitude's ticket 
                                              implore on wooden steps of a lotus store 
                                              vamp inside 
                                                                 clamp light tempo 
                                                  turned out 
                                                            at the touch 
                                                                of a cat's paw 
                                                            two step 
                                                                 in a garret 
                                                             on track last in line 
                                                                 wooden window sill 
                                                              fill your pocket 
                                                                   
 
                                                                   with books formed of red dirt 
                                                                         & blue sky chatter 
                                                                                 in the guise 
                                                                    of anti-matter 
  



                                     One Way Ticket to the State Capital 
                                                                                                    for lisa campbell 
 

 
1. 
 

 lounge inside old 
panel truck rust 
stripe. pure american 
muscle car. half bustle 
stem the slide & wide 
awake alert. red shirts 
pony boy striped pants 
sun faded aluminum 
siding . empty beer cans overall 
desuetude frizzle 
of shade & sun wading 
on a large 
river barge past cement 
demented tassel 
hassle porter. train station 
downtown flagstaff petrol 
on the breeze. tunnel 
incognito. demiurge films 
retrograde blue 
incandescence. stones from a river 
silver & string makes 
a necklace. verdigris takes 
a tumble. shies aside hide 
a doorway from a thief 
 

2. 
 
black bird blue sky words 
red mountain room full of red ingots 
rip green paint. In pits 
& routs. panic shouts 
turquoise coyote howl night 
in dried out wash 



slotted past tense plotted 
alone sun baked wall stones 
tenements. empty hands 
select possible wrecks 
pronto as autos 
slipshod anonymous on highway 179 
lariat at long last dirge blast 
& cavort in a room of rust 
songbird alley 
chirp pair of brown boots on cue 
no talk to past lapse 
adumbrate tire blow out. stun 
rimbaud against red brick wall 
in the guise of blue 
shirts & yodel sky 
back drop of tin 
signboards. bicycle wheel props pop 
a song. confide shade in stride 
halfway out of tune hum blackened 
air gone chill coated 
orange metal girders 
alongside wooden boxes 
red kale white 
paint edge of window pane 
cement steps wooden ramp 
three small kilns 
 

3. 
 
snow in flower pot 
puddle in  dirt 
cat paw in window high alert 
cigarette collapse 
squeak door rust 
wooden steps trot heaps 
plastic garbage can lid spur 
& slam gravel crunch a corner. white 
pump propane bottle of fuel 
pale branch BIKE RENTALS orange sign under 



blue sky yellow ochre tile roof. stacks 
industrial air conditioner box blown out 
cool breeze shout creaky door roam 
alone ball 
that jack apart a backboard 
pile of broken windows 
jagged glass. wash 
gray t-shirt. sun stops 
thought half moon prayer flag flap essence 
BEAD HEAVEN purple sign slaps in wind 
stop words write shiver 
                   
  



 
                                                                           Poem 
 
                                                                                                   to lisa campbell 
 
                    call to me across tumult & years as 
                    umbrellas pour through darkness 
                    pizza pies arrive via the sky 
                    snow dispels melancholy 
                    actually blue, voluminous & enfolded 
 
                    in time for two decades of kisses 
                    bright & various as life 
                    lived in a red casbah ponder 
                    over tile walls & blue eyes 
 
                    slipshod empty wine bottles form a pathway 
                    to heaven where I am borne 
                    along on breezes & birds into your arms 
                    as we climb into the air 
                    again & again hearts open toward pain 
                    & joy & lottery tickets found in a blue cypress forest 
                    on the moon, imbued with devil may care tenderness 
 
                     
 
 
                     abate, sing like a galley slave 
                     happy to be breathing night after day 
                     blended with a certain skate board abandon 
 
                     murmurs heard near prayer flags fluttering 
                    & skirting a building at the edge of the world 
                     
  



                                                                                        
                                                              Slinky 
 
 
                                          worth a nod 
                                          from a vagrant god 
 
                                          one off the boulevard beneath refrigerator teeth 
                                          & lace in gone tableau of mace 
 
                                          a one string lament 
                                          mung bean the tilt-a-whirl 
                                          blink in the trench coat bruise 
                                          as goon squads mop up 
                                          the lozenger afternoon 
 
                                          it punctures your plans 
                                          it scars & filligrees your hands 
 
                                          anybody can trade a stir 
                                          anybody can padlock & trip & slip 
 
                                          anybody painted blue & 
                                          red can stow away on a cargo ship 
  



tu-fu's dancing girls are crumbling yellow dust 
 
 

cold coffee & goat 
milk spilled on my leg 
yellow butterfly zig-zag 
tumble from purple flower 
to orange flower lisa 
opens small velvet bag 
& removes diamonds, opals & rubies 
drops of water fall 
from rectangular pale wooden 
planter box filled with 
dark brown dirt kale 
collards bok choy & 
spinach a light breeze 
brushes the back of 
my neck as i write 
bright orange red 
cardinal hops in the 
garden bed searching 
for tomatoes 

  



           Weird Wind inside Words 
 

taking chances with sunlight 
activity mostly songs 
day & night yesterday 
full of the meaning outside 
will listen no longer 
begin to pray is 
wind a question 
an ill heed 
cars of oblivion 
a world of smiling attentive luck 
for a few seconds 
nightmare beyond a single human face 
barest sensation 
i wish thusly for 
such gratuity 
vast purity blizzard of gaps 
in those times when loud winds call 
holy men come along a path of banality 
more secret she waits 
appetites more keen 
to seize upon a radio 
so she sent silence 
not a thought 
what it is 
what it was 
what questions these are 
that inform charity 
pay attention to dust 
in silence & solitude 
as a past wind learns to walk 
in my secret life human 
night has begun a world of poetry & 
trance i sat & 
bitter sang where two words tell 
whirl & prance before sad 
hence the exigency 
bare breath message 



everything is destroyed & 
broken 
nothing flowers 
into real life 
a mist a light an image 
rise when loud winds call 
soft whispering did say be good to me 
a world effaced with an excess of words 
the wind a question of ruins 
hypnagogic ally 
distant & sufficient noise 
a task & a work 
thought representing nothing 
movement of restlessly turning this way & that 
ruined heart of junk all dead with words 
what can i ask the wind 
faint untroubled sky enough as coincidence 
fortuitous presence that plays 
nothing completely realized 
devious sense ellipses 
bends like rain 
a cardboard light lay down in the street 
distortion of craft 
with a patient eye o 
morse code come desire me 
so that remembered stories 
& the little 
sweet virtue answer not 
take from silence i don’t know 
words that said 
could feel 
distinctly different 
science poetry & thought 
long windy maze 
my girl’s pleasure 
yellow rags where being is effaced 
words a function of listening within silence 
such quotidian confusion 
familiar in the guise of the astonishing 



& it holds me in 
active voice borne on winds 
call me crazy meaning ‘noblesse oblige’ 
nameless little thing listen 
something lights up a flash on a path of 
an unforeseeable manner 
arises a sudden clarity 
a somethingness here & nothingness there of 
an austere & simple account 
apparently laughable inconsequential 
neither one nor the other 
until the end 
o wind practical exponential say 
there is nothing 
i surrendered long ago 
heterogeneity of phenomena at radical distance 
scraps of typewritten 
words & phrases 
the street is not ostentatious 
i write in the glow of 
pages of a 
world of possible 
encased in 
an endless murmur of memory & dream 
a sound has my ears singing 
perpetual alibi of an ambiguous existence 
words listen inside 
a single light bulb 
count among the whispers 
my neat little volume 
describe through negation 
here except silence 
where made of what structure 
discombobulated fabric 
awake at dawn’s sideshow 
i hear a new star’s register 
equivocal dissimulation 
hazard suspends nuance 
not of my creation 



barely encounter thought 
incessantly reconstituting itself beyond 
words on a secret blackboard 
new means of communicating with unknown plurality 
hot machines are broken 
we left poetry behind 
from lifetime to lifetime 
less eloquent than 
strange light given off by bottles 
our graces who may call to mind when 
it was magic that had the honor of my ruins 
oh i’ve tried everything 
italics taking dictation 
all nights are white 
alone in the world 
i may be a fool to use it but i 
can produce 
murmurs of distress a distant sound 
on some radio station 
the wind is saying 
‘ tough charm of a sky without memory ‘ 
this dream of art nothing but loony fantasy 
ask the rain 
in many looks the false heart’s history is writ 
period of despair 
misses the everyday 
& i thought how 
silence plays indestructible 
otherness in your head 
perpetual affirmation & dissidence 
& they fled 
reprobates caught in a process of ruin 
inexhaustible murmur 
flare riot true 
collapse endlessly familiar 
into all that understand nothing 
a philosophy of ambiguity 
come desire me night 
in the glow of a single 



sound invented by the imaginary 
context rather than beloved sake 
silly promises of beauty 
eternally regenerative scenario 
so serene at night 
perhaps more gladly long beckon 
perpetual alibi of an ambiguous existence 
a bad prayer over loud 
disinterested play of thought 
but i remember diction order with 
total blue sky overhead 
which can adorn & bless with exceeding loveliness 
free of the itinerary it calls forth 
hermits continue to be messages 
of which number 
the discreet which heeds tumbling away 
light of sunny rain 
whispers hungrily 
on roads of sand 
suppose that’s true 
as i lay asleep 
back in town 
a manic rattle through the streets 
loosens a bandage in the wind 
terrible & now you have heard 
writing open to the unexpected 
golly there goes my sanity 
false dawn all dead with words 
before the trip began 
reluctant prediction for an invisible childhood 
to walk in the 
blue discombobulated 
symmetrical through space 
an anarchy of light & shadow 
translation modifies everything to 
the temperature of glass 
potential is naturally neglected if not expedited by 
works in progress 



listen for bare ruined heart 
heaven & earth in dark trousers 
language remains unexplained because there’s nobody 
striding fast with lightning 
echoes surround points of difference 
poetry & thought curse it not 
desire cannot realize itself as desire 
beautiful for being the more easily erased 
ballad’s memory hoping to 
come back around & eclipse their 
flash like sphere less stars 
space that is moving through 
annulled irreciprocity 
exponential not quite 
incessant coming & going of words 
there came a voice 
search for immediate distraction from this maddening fever 
magnificent humility 
ghost from the future 
harmonica hum 
stops itself 
a space of difference 
junk at a celestial pace 
chinese calligraphy on the side 
waves blindly from the painting of the whole sky 

          
 
 


